Grind Master Forms Technical Collaboration
with Roberts Sinto America
Grind Master is excited to announce they have entered a partnership with Roberts Sinto Corporation
USA to offer additional grinding solutions to North American Foundry customers. RSC will design,
manufacture and service GRINDMASTER ROBOFINISH products for grinding room applications in North
America.

“We have indigenously developed the ROBOFINISH Technology over 10 years and have been very
successful in both Ferrous and Non-Ferrous castings in the Indian Foundry, with some projects
internationally. The collaboration with Roberts Sinto Corporation will enable the ROBOFINISH
products to impact the Foundry industry in the Americas. Robotic Grinding/Deflashing brings a
transformation in the Foundry bringing Quality, productivity and safety to the cleaning room” says
Sameer Kelkar, CEO and R&D Head at Grind Master.
“This collaboration reflects RSC’s desire to collaborate with companies that share the same vision of
moving manufacturing to the next level and we are excited to see the impact it will have on RSC,
GM and our customers,” says Michael Halsband, President – Roberts Sinto Corporation.
RSC is known for engineering and manufacturing various types of innovative blast, automation and
foundry equipment including grinding solutions. The GM product line of robotic grinding machines
further expands this line up by adding the unique ROBOFINISH technology to grind complex castings.
GRINDMASTER is a known name in surface finishing - providing turn-key solutions of specialized
machinery, including micofinishing, metalfinishing and deburring. GRINDMASTER has developed
ROBOFINISH Robotic machines for Grinding/Fettling/Deflashing and Finishing Ferrous and NonFerrous Castings with Complex Geometries with enhanced performance, quality and quick ROI
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ABOUT ROBERTS SINTO CORPORATOIN
Roberts Sinto Corporation (RSC) is part of Sinto America, Inc., the North American group holding
company, of Sintokogio, Ltd., Japan. Sinto America focuses on six primary markets- Foundry Mold
and Core Making, Sand Processing, Bulk Material Handling, Automation, Surface Technologies and
Surface Treatment. Sinto also provides contract blasting and precision shot peening services through
our National Peening and Technical Metal Finishing divisions, cut wire abrasives through Frohn
North..
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